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Brooklyn’s Disabled Population: That Live in Group Homes

Settlement Patterns of People that Live in Group Homes: Mentally Ill, Mentally Retarded, and Physically Handicapped.

By: Jasmine C. Davis

Introduction:

Methodology:

Hypothesis:

Analysis of Hypothesis:

Conclusions:

1. The disabled that live in group homes are clustered throughout the county.
2. The disabled that live in group homes live in neighborhoods that are economically disadvantaged.
3. The disabled that live in group homes live in neighborhoods with low or high educational attainment.
4. The type of neighborhood a disabled person in a group home lives in is dependent upon the type of disability the person has.
The Changing Nature of the Tourism Activity in Puerto Rico
The Last Black Friday in Puerto Rico

Nicole Romero and Zuleigh Cruz
University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras Campus

Introduction
Puerto Rico is an attractive market for many North American retailers. Walmart, Best Buy, Costco, Sam's Club, and others are part of the Puerto Rico commercial landscape. Among these, the retail market is generating aggressive competition between major retailers. This competition is most evident at the busiest shopping hours, particularly on Black Friday.

Research Question
Is the Black Friday an activity oriented towards one or more stores?

Hypothesis
The Black Friday is becoming a blacknet event AYX 2015

Methodology
- Period: Location of stores
- Sample: 420
- Days: November 27, 2015
- Hours: from 12:00 PM to 5:00 PM
- Stores: 17

- Visitors
- Survey
- GIS
- Data analysis

- Case Study
- Internal Data
- Data from Puerto Rico and the U.S. Census Bureau

- Store
- Product
- Time
- Place

- Data collection:
- Field data
- Interviews
- Observations

- Data analysis:
- Descriptive statistics
- Correlation analysis
- Regression analysis

- Results
- Data interpretation
- Conclusion
Assessment of Natural Risk Profile—Part I
Levittown, Toa Baja, Puerto Rico (2010)

Authors: Mary A. Roman Rivera and Olgeris Pagán Figueroa
Department of Geography, University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras Campus
The Changing Nature of the Tourism Activity in Puerto Rico
Assessment of Natural Risk Profile—Part I
Levittown, Toa Baja, Puerto Rico (2010)
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HARLEM’S MART 125: THE AMERICAN DREAM
DIRECTED BY RACHELLE GARDNER

SYNOPSIS
This is the story about the gentrification of the most recognized black neighborhood in the world and its epic struggle to attain a piece of the American Dream!
HARLEM’S MART 12
THE AMERICAN DREAM
DIRECTED BY RACHELLE GARDNER

SYNOPSIS
This is the story about the gentrification of the neighborhood in the world and its epic struggle the American Dream!
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